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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016128895A1] The accumulator (10) of light energy comprises: - a source (20) of a light beam; - an accumulation chamber (30) with
an entrance (31) through which the laser beam enters the accumulation chamber (30); - a plurality of reflective elements (40) arranged within
the accumulation chamber (30) and oriented to reflect the laser beam along a closed reflection path; and deflector means adapted to deflect
simultaneously the direction of a reflected light beam (B) from each of the reflective elements (40) towards a point of convergence (O), deflector
means comprising a plurality of deflector elements (50), each aligned with a respective reflective element (40) along the respective stretch of
reflection path and switchable alternately between a non-reflection configuration with a laser beam incident (A) on each of the reflective elements
(40), and a reflection configuration with the laser beam incident (A) on each of the reflective elements (40), wherein each of deflector elements
(50) in the reflection configuration is adapted to reflect the incident laser beam (A) by deflecting it from the reflection path towards the point of
convergence (O) of reflected light beams (B).
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